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rather than highlighting a piece’s challenging technical demands. Paganini must have
excelled at this as his performances were renowned for a sense of ease, despite the
extreme content of the music.
Paganini’s three string quartets are among the few pieces that were relatively well

known during his lifetime. The composer dedicated them to Vittorio Emanuele I,
King of Sardinia and Duke of Genoa, and called them his Op.1a (his Op.1 was the
24 Capricci for violin solo). It is thought that they were written in Italy between
1815 and 1818, where Paganini often performed at the time.
The official title Quartetti is misleading, despite the scoring for violins, viola and

cello. Although Paganini loved the string quartets of Beethoven, his own contributions
to the genre are essentially works for solo violin accompanied by three other strings.
Almost all of the basic melodic material is for the first violin, while the three other
instruments provide support rather than a dialogue. However, although the first violin
dominates, the writing never exceeds Classical expectations – Romantic exuberance is
far away. Instead, the style of the quartets is like a simplified Mozart: the beauty of the
melodies, the phrasing, the structure and the changes of harmony strongly remind us of
the master from Salzburg. Paganini is, however, less adventurous in his approach to
counterpoint and writing for individual instruments; only in the Quartet No.3’s slow
movement, a set of variations, is there a sense of equilibrium between all parts of the
ensemble.
In their simplified Mozartian aspects, the string quartets perfectly illustrate the

fashion of their day for an abundance of beautiful melodies, without drama or
unpredictability. The variation form, often cultivated by Mozart, was highly popular,
allowing composers and musicians an enormous freedom in dealing with phrasing and
melody. In line with these fashions, Paganini’s printed scores contain hardly any
indications for performers – while he expected musicians to be at home with this style,
he also provided them with the freedom that he himself had enjoyed.
� Emanuel Overbeeke, 2012
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Nicolò Paganini: String Quartets Op.1a
The composer and violinist Nicolò Paganini has gone down in history as the
archetypical Romantic artist: exuberant, charming, inspiring, revolutionary,
unpredictable, a nonconformist, and in supreme control of his career. He raised the
standard of violin technique to a level previously unimaginable, and this became the
ultimate inspiration for all violin players that followed. In short, there was violin
technique before Paganini, and violin technique after.
This reputation, though entirely justified, ignores the other side of Paganini’s 

career. Like most musicians of his time and place (he was born in Genoa, received 
his first violin lessons from his father and, as a child, gave concerts in local churches)
he had to play and compose what others, both audiences and superiors, demanded
from him. The Classical style, exemplified in the operas of Mozart and, later, 
Rossini, was the fashion of the day; Paganini approached this in a respectful but
individual way. He began travelling at a young age, at first in Italy then abroad soon
afterwards, where he gave performances of his own compositions. It was his virtuosic
style of playing that had a particularly profound impact on audiences. Before Paganini,
the word ‘virtuosity’ meant artistic daring; ever since, it has been used to refer to
extreme technical ability.
Although Paganini became known as the emblematic Romantic artist, he never

abandoned the Classical forms that he mastered during his youth. Throughout his life,
he retained a preference for variation and sonata forms and continued to compose
based on these frameworks. To maintain a sense of mystery around his art, he
authorised the publication of those of his compositions that remained within the
Classical mould, but didn’t allow the publication of the pieces that were full of his
outrageous innovations – these were released posthumously. Fundamentally, however,
his compositions were characterised by the blending of older forms with the new
instrumental possibilities that his performing style had created. One of the greatest
challenges for a performer is to play music in a way that seems simple and effortless,
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The Amati Ensemble
The Amati Ensemble, one of the major chamber ensembles of Europe, is the brainchild
of the famous Dutch violin virtuoso Gil Sharon. He is an acclaimed soloist,
concertmaster and chamber musician, and has won many international prizes as a
soloist. He has also performed with legendary musicians from Shlomo Mintz to the
Borodin Quartet. Professional musicians from around the globe can vouch for the fact
that, thanks to his ability to excel as a chamber musician, conductor and soloist of
great merit, Gil Sharon belongs to the sought after category of super musicians with an
unrivalled talent.
The Amati Ensemble was founded in 1992 by Gil Sharon, and consists of a core

group of internationally renowned artists. The Ensemble performs a wide repertoire of
masterpieces, from chamber music to works for string orchestra. The group has
carefully chosen a name that stands for its qualities and values, standards that are
evident in the impeccable craftsmanship of the instruments of the Amati family. The
Ensemble’s goals of maintaining the highest level of artistry and exchanging knowledge
with younger generations of musicians are achieved through their performances,
masterclasses and recordings. In 1995, the Amati Ensemble founded an innovative
series of chamber concerts in Maastricht, which soon became a highlight for one of the
most culturally active regions in Northern Europe. The group has released several CDs,
and has taken part in a series of television programmes that were broadcast
internationally.
Translation: Frank Silkens
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Recording: 2 & 3 April 2011, Fransum (Groningen), The Netherlands
Producer & engineer: Peter Arts
Photographs of Amati Ensemble String Quartet: Peter Arts
Cover photograph: Bay of Naples with Dancing Italians, c.1850 (oil on canvas) by Goetzloff, 
Carl Wilhelm (1799-1866), Private Collection / � Archiv Lentes / The Bridgeman Art Library
� & � 2012 Brilliant Classics
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Nicolò Paganini 1782–1840

STR ING  QUARTETS

String Quartet No.1 in D minor Op.1a
1 I. Allegro maestoso 8’33
2 II. Minuetto: Allegretto 3’16
3 III. Adagio 3’56
4 IV. Rondeau: Allegretto con brio 2’35

String Quartet No.2 in E flat Op.1a
5 I. Maturato 7’03
6 II. Minuetto: Allegretto 4’02
7 III. Adagio 4’34
8 IV. Finale: Prestissimo 5’25

String Quartet No.3 in A minor Op.1a
9 I. Largo – Allegro 6’53

10 II. Minuetto: Andantino 3’14
11 III. Andante con variazioni 5’21
12 IV. Finale: Presto 3’04

Amati Ensemble String Quartet
Gil Sharon, Sonja van Beek violins
Ron Ephrat viola · Floris Mijnders cello
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